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NOTICE This book is copyright 2009, with all rights reserved. It is illegal to copy, distribute, or create derivative works from this book in whole or in part, or to contribute to the copying, distribution, or creating of derivative works of this book. When you purchased this book, you agreed to this statement :



"©2009, All Rights Reserved. If you try to copy, steal, or distribute



all or any part of this book without permission, we will have our attorney contact you and make you wish that you'd never had such a stupid idea in your life. Count on it. By purchasing this book, you agree to the following: You understand that the information contained in this book is an opinion, and it should be used for personal entertainment purposes only. You are responsible for your own behaviour, and none of this book is to be considered legal or personal advice."



We expect you to abide by these rules. we regularly and actively search the internet for people who violate our copyright
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What Other’s Say about DRH’s Techniques and Strategies:



“Having never felt 100% comfortable on the dance floor, I was interested to see how I could change this. I've often meant to go to dance lessons - but like so many things haven't got round to it. I was curious as to how a seated seminar on dance game would work. But work it did - The DRH was an excellent presenter. The evening was very well structured and run and the information, like a lot of good game, the theory was simple and made loads of sense. I had several "ahah" moments as things clicked into place.Recommended. Well done, and thank you”. Gulliver



“It was very good indeed. I'll go into more detail in a separate review later on.The banter within the room was pretty good as well which improved it no end”. Gsand



"Thoroughly enjoyed this course. Opened my eyes to what could be possible by providing a clear road map without needing to learn how to dance" Andrew



“Very inspiring!" Jean



“At that point I received the "whosthatguy" look from the girls (I could almost see the matrix) - went straight to the dance floor, bouncy and happy - I was surrounded by women in a matter of seconds, making explicit physical contact with me ... I loved it ... I come back next week end ... life s great !! Well, I give DRH five stars, why the hell do you want to open your mouth, if you can get physical with women the natural way - Hey guys! If you go abroad, and you do not speak the bloody language in that country, you can still pick up on the dance floor... Dance floor game is definitely part of an all-rounded PUA repertoire! Respect” Frenchy



“It worked great for me last night. I was having an awesome time and to top that I ended up kiss-closing a girl. But even without the kiss-close I was having a blast!” Steve



"Fantastic presentation. Lot of great moment and insights”. Atul Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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"Professional, well-delivered and original". Joseph



“I recommend this class highly. From my own experience I knew immediately it was empirically based advice, along with specific gambits which you can put to use immediately. This isn’t a dance class though - you wont be sliding out of there like Usher, but fortunately you'll never need too If you've been gaming in clubs whilst skirting the dance floor, or you've not been getting the results on the floor you would have liked... then this product will give your club-game a new dimension”. Epsilon



"I would recommend this course it was detailed plus gave special advice on the dance floor. Easy to follow techniques are taught to take to the field. Well worth it". Alex



"It is very easy to learn what was being taught". Pedro



"Easy to understand and very insightful. Excellent course". Rudy



"This seminar is excellent as it shows not only how to get girls but how to adapt an overall fun and exciting mindset to your life ". Rob



"The DRH knows his stuff. He is a great teacher and understands what it takes to be great at dance floor game. I can't wait to try this stuff out". Paul



"Excellent presentation of how to turn the dance floor from hell to heaven. Simple but revolutionary information." John



"What a presentation. You never cease to amaze me. You are a natural and one of the funniest speakers I ever seen" Nigel
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"I liked the message at the end that there is always a way" Kevin



"Energy, enthusiasm and content are all first-class". Dom



"Awesome content regarding mindsets and techniques to take out and use on the dance floor. Definitely recommended if you are struggling to non-verbally seduce on the dance floor!" T-Rex



"Excellent presentation of how to turn the dance floor from hell to heaven. Simple but revolutionary information." John



“A-W-E-S-O-M-E. There is no need to be an expert dancer, or a dancer at all. He teaches you about a couple of dozen tricks he learnt by going out clubbing and trying to pick up girls...once you know and apply them they will appear common sense, and natural. Things like...how to become the cool guy in a club all girls want to dance with...but you know no-one..? Or, you've got a girl dancing with you...how do you kiss close her WITHOUT talking to her? (sounds weird, I know...but it works! Worked for me several times now...) : ) All in all, a TOP instructor at a very affordable price. Very friendly, competent and no attitude. Unlike the "big" PUAs out there, he focuses on only ONE specific field (dance floor game), which he is very successful at...no special skills or looks required, just simply do what he suggests and it will work wonders! ...he could be one of us! Very, very good value for money...there is so much content in just 2 hours I would easily pay double. And best part is that it's in a short, easy to understand format...you can just go out the same night and start applying his techniques!” T.
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Dear friend, I'm DRH. Some of you reading this page may know me. But, I'm not so presumptuous to assume you do. Even though I don't like talking about myself, it's important to show you why I'm worth your time to listen to. In 2008 I was the first to launch a seminar exclusively on how to pick up women on the dance floor without having to learn how to dance. I created the only Dance floor Game seminar that gives a straightforward road map to seduce women on the dance floor. How did I become an expert in Dance floor game? I was born in France from North African parents. What you probably don't know is that 5 to 10 years ago, if you were black or from North Africa (like me) entry to night clubs was refused to you. It was a discrimination practice that was illegal but accepted especially in small towns in the south of France where I'm from. So until my 24th year, when I arrived in London, I had never really been inside a night club in my life. It's absolutely true, nada, zero. At the same time, I discovered the Mystery Method and got excited by the idea to pick up women in clubs. Unfortunately, my English was not so good at that time and I felt insecure talking to women in a loud environment. So I stopped to "open" women and went to the only place in the club were I felt confident: the dance floor. From there in less than a year, I counted almost 40 night outs. For 40 night outs, I got 34 kiss-closed from the dance floor only with often minimal or no talking at all. I created this book because I always saw the same mistake and the wrong attitude from guys when they were on the dance floor dance Don't get me wrong I'm not a master PUA and don't aim to be one. There are certainly other instructors who have skills that I don't have. But I just tend to be fantastic on the dance floor and get tangible results while having fun. This is what I'm going to share with you in this book! Enjoy!



DRH ([email protected]) Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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“The Dance Floor is a Trap” Mystery - 2006



“The Dance Floor is only a trap if you choose to fall into it.” DRH - 2009



Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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Introduction If you would listen to me you would recognize from my accent that I am French but the thing is that my parents are from North Africa from a country called Algeria which is between Morocco and Tunisia. And what you probably don’t know is that 5 to 10 years ago, if you were black, or from North Africa like me, you couldn’t get into a nightclub. So in 2007, when I came to London, I never been in a nightclub. It’s absolutely true. It may sound incredible but I never been in a nightclub before I was 25.



My journey…



So, in 2007 I relocated in London. I was quite excited because at this time, I just discovered Mystery Method, The Game and I was excited for 2 reasons. The first reason was that now I could get into nightclubs and the second reason was that now I have all these strategies to use in clubs to get women. So, I started to get in clubs and using routines. But something very bad happened at this time that I couldn’t get women at all.



I was a step ahead in so far that I now could get into a club but still no women.



The reason being the routines simply didn’t work for me because my English was very bad. It’s still bad but it was worse than now. It was really not working. This “Game” stuff really did not work for me.



So I took a decision. I said: “okay, if I go to clubs and I can’t get women, at least I am going to have fun!”. So I decided to simply go on the dance floor and just dancing, having fun. And something happened then is that I was so much enjoying myself on the dance floor, having so much fun, Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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making friends on the dance floor that I noticed that women were attracted to me and women were coming to me without doing anything. And that is where I shifted my mind from using routines and opening, to simply getting women on the dance floor. So this is where my dance floor game started.



A new man was born!



Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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1. Fundamentals The Dance floor is not a “trap”. Anybody with basic dancing skills can get successful on the dance floor. What are the myth in terms of getting into a club and meeting women on the dance floor?



Unfortunately there are 2 myths about the dance floor:



=> The Dance floor is a “trap” => I have to know how to dance to pick-up women on the dance floor.



Don’t fall for these 2 myths. Do you know what a self-fulfilling prophecy is?



A self-fulfilling prophecy is a prediction that directly or indirectly causes itself to become true, by the very terms of the prophecy itself, due to positive feedback between belief and behavior. In other words, a prophecy declared as truth when it is actually false may sufficiently influence people, either through fear or logical confusion, so that their reactions ultimately fulfill the once-false prophecy. This is something that I hear a lot from guys in the community: “you can’t get women on the dance floor”. Let me tell you something: It’s absolutely not true because I in 2007,and 2008 , do you know I almost get 50 kisscloses just from the dance floor without saying any word And sometimes I would get 2 or 3 kiss-closes in the same night from the same dance floor.



So my friend, from now, forgets this stupid idea that you can’t get women on the dance floor. Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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Concerning the second myth (“I have to be a good dancer to get women on the dance floor”) you have to understand that you don’t have to be good dancer because I am not a good dancer.



Success on the dance floor has nothing to do with dancing skills. That’s the beauty of this: anybody can do it. If you can move your body, you can do it.



I’m going to give you a specific example. Have you ever been to a salsa club? Did you notice that the good salsa dancers, guys who are very good, always do the same thing at the end of the song…



They split from the girl!



Exactly, because he may be a good dancer but he doesn’t know how to attract and increase attraction with his dancing and his body language. It’s not about dancing skills. It’s about how you look at her, how you move, what you do, what you don’t do not to scare her and it’s very easy to do and it becomes obvious why it works.



Some students have been with me to clubs and they can tell that I am not a great dancer. I just know what I need to do to get women on the dance floor and you can learn it. It’s not rocket science.



Most gurus warn men about the “danger” of the dance floor. The truth is that 95% of men have the wrong mindset in the first place!



I’ve spent a lot of time on the dance floor and there is only one mindset to adopt if you want to be successful.



The “F.F.F” mindset... Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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2. The “Fun & Friends First” Mindset (F.F.F) From my experience it’s very important that, you don’t only choose a club because of the women.



Let me explain why I never choose a club because of the women first.



If you like beautiful women, you definitely can choose a club with hot women in there. But it shouldn’t be your only motivation. What I mean is that you have to choose a club, if you want to do dance floor game with music that you really enjoy.



Because if you are not enjoying the music, lets say you love urban music and you go to a club who play only house music, if you go on the dance floor I can tell you that on your body language, women will pickup very quickly that you are not enjoying the music.



That would mean for them that you are only on the dance floor for women and it’s very unattractive.



Your main outcome when you go to any clubs is to have fun and make friends. Not getting women. That’s why you should always choose a club:



• • •



With music you really ENJOY (It’s vital if you want to be successful on the dance floor.) Do not dance to music you don’t like. With an atmosphere and people that you like. Close to where you live (for the “Building Your Heaven” strategy)



Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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This little shift in perspective combined with the following strategies is going to skyrocket your success on the dance floor.



Keep reading...



Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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3. Winning Techniques and Strategies for the Dance Floor This chapter is very important.



I’m about to give you proven strategies and techniques so you can turn any dance floor in your harem. I’m serious. Understanding and applying the strategies you are about to learn will lead to more success with women you can ever imagine.



But there will also be other rewards along the way.



Realize this hard fact: Most men don’t really enjoy themselves in clubs. My strategies not only will attract women to you without even approaching or talking to them but I guarantee you that you will have a blast!



My techniques are



1. EASY TO IMPLEMENT 2. ENJOYABLE 3. EFFECTIVE



Let’s go!



From now, I am going to assume that you are going to a club with music that you enjoy. (Chap. 2)



When I do my dance game, I am always following the same model. I am always doing the same thing. Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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And you can too!



As soon as I get into the club, I run straight away to the dance floor. I don’t look at the ladies; I don’t go to buy a drink or something. I just go on to the dance floor and I go practically at the center of the dance floor. And what I do is for maybe 15 to 20 minutes, I am just enjoying myself. I’m just dancing on the music. I don’t look at the ladies at all. I don’t try to dance with them. I am just like if I were just alone. In my own little world.



Yes, in my own little world. Just dancing and usually I can tell you that you really get noticed very quickly when you do that because 95% of the men who are on the dance floor are not really dancing. One, they are not really dancing and two, they are staring at women. They try to grind behind them. They try to make eye contact.



When you become the guy who just doesn’t care, just in his own world, in his own reality, you just stand up straightway on the dance floor. Then after 15 to 20 minutes usually what I do is that, I look around the dance floor and I try to catch a group of guys or a mixed group who seems to really enjoy themselves. And then when I spot these people, I just approach them. During my seminar, I showed exactly how to approach them and how to engage these people. Basically what I am doing is I just try to engage them and become friendly with them. Just act like you met an old good friend. Trust me, people are friendly. : )



It’s very counter intuitive. The image I want to convey is: I’m cool and sociable.



I’m here to have fun regardless of gender, age or anything. I’m just here to meet people. I usually go and have fun with some guys or just Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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challenge them or just laugh with them, and not really look at women. I treat them as some buddies.



When you do that with 2 or 3 groups on the dance floor usually what you’ll notice that straightway all the women on the dance floor are attracted to you. They’ll just start to dance next to you.



You will notice when at some point, when you’re just having fun and you don’t really care when suddenly you’ll have all these women around you.



I can tell this by experience, I’ve walked into a club and as usual I go straight to the dance floor and within the next 20 minutes, I’m dancing body to body with the hottest girl on the dance floor I just met. What is even more impressive is 5 minutes later, I’m kissing her.



I mean it seems very simple but it’s very efficient. Because the biggest mistake I’ve seen are men not dancing on the dance floor. They are just watching women and they don’t seem to enjoy themselves. And I think it’s why they are failing on the dance floor. That’s the worst way to attract women on the dance floor.



Enter the dance floor with energy and enthusiasm. Don’t forget to smile and a little bit a comedy doesn’t hurt. Have fun with some guys and quickly become the center of attention, don’t try to engage girls at all. Engage men by, giving them eye contact, smiling to them, back slapping, hi-fiving, making a small comic comment, teasing them. They will not resent you, since you are merely a fun loving guy. Do this with as many guys around you as possible for 15 minutes. Remember you are here to have fun and make friends.



Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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Later if the girls reject you, basically what you are doing, you come back to theses guys who are friendly, who are having fun. They are the guys who are going to cheer you up and help you to get your state back so that you can approach another woman. Does it make sense now?



Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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4. Four Things you should never do on the Dance Floor Here are my top 4 things to avoid doing on the dance floor.



1. Not dancing and waiting for something to happen



If you don’t want to dance or are tired, leave the dance floor and come back later. Dance floor game can be tiring so make sure not to arrive too early. From experience around 00:30 is the best time.



2. Staring at girls and waiting behind them



It’s the worst thing to do after not dancing. The longer you wait behind a girl hoping to grind with her the less value you have in her eyes.



3. Not making male friends on the dance floor



This is your key to ultimate success and enjoyment on the dance floor. Make male friend/buddies.



4. Not smiling and looking bored



For god sake enjoy yourself! : )



Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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5. The different types of women on the dance floor Since you are the fun guy and the centre of attention, available single girls will position themselves around you. They will start making proximity IOI’s, they will give you eye contact and give some small smiles. The more forward ones will touch you or even bump into you.



There are 3 types of set on the dance floor



Solo: they certainly are waiting to someone to dance with them so you should always focus on them first.



2 set: Go for it but don’t wait too much. Use some of the techniques below to engage them to dance with you.



Group: they get the most attention and this is where the competition is the most important.



The first thing that comes to my mind when I think of hot women in a club is that they are never alone. At best they are in a group of two but often times larger groups.



What you must understand is that usually a group of girls on the dance floor are usually locked in. They do like a circle. It’s very hard to get there because usually lot of men are trying to engage them. Have you seen that before?



Again, the trick is that you never start by out pushing this group. What you have to do is first is to make some friends. Then start to dance with Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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solo women or group of 2 women and you just create gradually your social proofing. Your social proof is your social value on the dance floor.



I remember a group of 5 or 6 girls and one of them just pushed one of her girlfriends to one of my wing. So basically it’s the women who just give you the girlfriend when they look at you having fun and enjoying yourself.



So basically you just don’t even have to do anything. The set opens itself to you.



Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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6. Recognize and convert Indicator of Interests (I.O.I) Here are examples of IOI’s from women (Indicator of interest) to look for on the Dance Floor => Eye contact & Smiles => Physical proximity => She looks at you from the side, to hide the fact that she is looking



The challenge is to be receptive to IOI while you are dancing and having fun! When you recognize an IOI don’t make the mistake to wait. You should act immediately using my simple but effective techniques (remember they only work because you have built strong social proof with the previous steps).



Techniques to engage women to dance with you



Do it progressively! The idea is to test the water first and to be aware, low to no risk strategy. Be pro-active and use any opportunity to engage a contact. Use the music rhythm and lyrics to your advantage.



* Bumping her butt * High five her and spin her and dance * Approach on the side and make your shoulder touch her shoulders * Gently elbow her, when she pushes back against you, just lower yourself playfully, she will follow, or direct her to lower herself too. When both of you come up, grab her and spin smoothly, then start dancing with her.
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Always engage the lone dancer first, no matter how hot or not she is, building up your social proof on the dance floor, by starting low and dancing with anyone. The women have to see you dance with other women. Then progress to the pairs, if you are with a friend you should both engage them. If you are alone, it’s risky to start with pairs. Keep away from dancing groups, they are use to get all the male attention. The ones from the group that are interested will see you dancing with others, they will eventually separate from the group, then it’s time to go in. The more women you are being seen dancing with, the more will accept you, so build the ladder slowly. First dance alone, engage males, engage lone dancers, pairs, hotties. What to do if she rejects your approach? If she rejects your approach, don’t be fazed. Stay positive and make a mental note to come back later. Often after being rejected, if you come back later you will eventually get her to dance with you on a 2nd or 3rd approach. It happens to me every time! Until you come back you MUST continue to have fun! That’s why making male friends ASAP when you enter the dance floor is vital. When you finally manage to dance with her use my 3 song escalation kiss close process...
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7. Kissing on the dance floor: The "3-songs escalation process" Believe it or not but from my experience, I would say that from the moment you start to dance with a woman, you don’t need more than three songs before kissing her which is something like 10 to 12 minutes.



You should aim to smoothly escalate, get a K-C or an extract within 3 songs. 1st Song:



You get to dance with her. Smile and be enthusiastic. Dance close for a while, then back off and dance a few feet away from her. Then get a little closer for a little longer, then pull away again, bodies apart at all times, besides hands for spins etc. Be animated, have fun and forget any outcome. DO NOT become all serious, SMILE, be the same fun guy she was attracted to a few minutes ago, don’t become over invested and all serious. 2nd Song:



Give her time and space to get use to your body being close to hers, make her feel comfy. At the chorus, hold eyes contact and smile, do then some slow dancing. Stare into her eyes in a loving way. Squeeze her hand and notice if she squeezed back. Then go back to the normal fun guy and keep a little apart, dance floor push pull.
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3rd Song:



Dance close to her, slow dance regardless of the music, lead her with your pace. Make strong eye contact, breathe like normal. If things are getting really hot decide to kiss test. Be confident and use this kiss-close technique from one of my mentor, the founder of PUATraining.com, Richard La Ruina aka Gambler. Kiss-close technique for the dance floor (Credit Gambler) Look in her eyes and take one hand and stroke her hair back right above her ear. If she holds eye contact with you, go in slowly and give her a smooth kiss, then pull away.



If she turns her head kiss her cheek instead and then move onto her neck! She will usually turn around and kiss your lips. Don’t lose eye contact, don’t show disappointment when she rejects, even expect her to give you some token resistance, it’s a good sign, just continue and smile and have fun with her, then try again. Try 3 times, if she is still there with you and her body is close by, it means she just does not feel comfy to kiss on the dance floor, but it is defo still ON. Ask her, if she likes to travel, when she says yes, say, “let’s travel” take her by the hand and lead her to a couch/isolation spot for the kiss.
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8. Advanced Killer techniques for the dance floor If you use correctly theses advanced techniques, they can produce explosive results for almost any type of situations.



Killer Techniques #1 2 women grinding on you in the same time It will make your shares jump up dramatically in a club. Dance with one of the friends of a pair set, when the friend approaches, turn yourself around whilst holding your girl and face the friend and dance together with her close to her friend, thus placing you in the middle of the sandwich!



Killer Techniques #2 Engage a woman who gives you distant IOI’s



Beckon her with your finger, she’ll say “no”, then smilingly take one step forward to her, showing her you are making a move towards her, showing her, I’ve come half way, you match me. She’ll usually do the same and come to you. Killer Techniques #3 Attract her when she is dancing with another guy If she is dancing with someone but doesn’t seem to enjoy it use the “this guy is perfect for you approach”. Show with your fingers, point to him and her and make a the fingers entwined sign, as if they are amazing together with an A1 sign, she’ll shake her head, like “no/no” you beckon her over, like above.
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Killer Techniques #4 Engaging women not dancing and alone The teach me opener: Ask her: “Teach me how to dance?” If she smiles just lead and take her on the dance floor.



The challenge opener “So, do you know how to dance?” If she says “Yes” I say, “Prove it! Let’s go!” and I take her by the hand and lead her onto the floor. If she says no, say, “lemme teach you”, lead her just a few yards away on the dance floor (not far, too much commitment). If she says “What? You are a good dancer?” You say, “oh no”, and make a silly dance move, then drag her to dance.



Killer Techniques #5 Use to your advantage a woman rejecting a guy just in front of you If you are with a friend and a woman reject a man in front of you. You and your friend look at her and laugh ironically at her: “Wahoo!! Well done! This is the 4th one!!!” (Show 4 with your fingers). If she laughs then go and dance with her. When done properly it will work every time.



Killer Techniques #6 Think long term and build your Heaven



Choose a club with music that you enjoy, close to where you live and with good people. Come back every week and forget about getting women. Try to know as many people as you can, always have fun and be friendly. After 6 to 8 weeks you will be someone that everybody knows in the club and will be automatically socially proofed. Men will pay you drink and be happy to see you. Girls will jump to your neck and dance with you every time. You will gain a “star” status in that environment. I can guarantee you that this “star” status will help you get women faster that you can imagine. Every time a new group of women will come to the venue you’ll Copyright © DanceFloorGameMastery.com, 2009 All Right Reserved
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shine in their eyes and attract them naturally on the dance floor. It’s better to be a “star” in a small local club than “nobody” in a famous central London club. You will get constant and better results over the long run. : )
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9. Moving the relationship forward You may be wondering:



After kissing a girl on the dance floor what to do next? Relax and don’t make out too much, no heavy make-out sessions, thus she will not feel slutty and it will all be normal, that’s why she’ll see you again. Be cocky-funny (“I’m going to charge you for these kisses” for example) Leave her alone, have fun with your friends then comeback. Don’t change your attitude! Remember: fun and friends first. Just take some times to befriend her friends and build some rapport with her (there is enough materials out there that teach this, use what works best for you).



If the club is close to where you live, invite her and her girlfriend(s) to come for a wine or to play “Who wants to be a millionaire” or whatever you have. She will agree more easily to come to your place if she is with her friends than alone. Then 2-3 days later just contact her to meet her again at a location of your choice, preferably your lace, to cook together/watch DVD, etc. Nevertheless, if you feel that things are getting hot just lead and propose to go your place to show her something. Tell them “I like you, but no serious relationship is on the cards”.
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One Last Thought



I WOULD LOVE TO HEAR ALL THE SUCCESSFUL WAYS YOU FIND TO APPLY MY STRATEGIES TO YOUR ROMANTIC LIFE. Please send me your results and breakthroughs. I collect and study all kinds of success stories, large or small. When I got yours, I’ll send you back a free interview on “Dance Floor Game” I recorded. I’ll also include a special eBook with 78 secrets to seduce and keep a woman.



Warmly,



DRH



[email protected]
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Ressources Please find here solutions to your Dating and Romantic challenges:



Success With Women



Increase Your Confidence



GuyGetsGirls.com



The Art Of Approaching Women Today



Black Belt Seduction



How To Become An Alpha Male



300 Dates Ideas



500 Love Making Secrets



Get Your Ex Back!



The Magic Of Making Up



Get Your Ex Girlfriend Back



Save My Marriage Today
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